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INTRODUCING
LEXIS ADVANCE
Lexis Advance is an innovative online research platform that
allows today’s legal professionals to access trusted research
from LexisNexis® quickly and easily. Refreshingly intuitive
and flexible, Lexis Advance is designed with your efficiency
in mind.
Experience the full power of Lexis Advance and gain greater
control over your work processes when you integrate with the
suite of cutting-edge LexisNexis solutions, including Lexis Red®
and Lexis® Draft.
Leading technology, data analytics and expert content enable
you to remain competitive and achieve better outcomes.

www.lexisnexis.com.au/lexisadvance

A REFRESHINGLY EFFICIENT WAY
TO CONDUCT YOUR RESEARCH
“Comprehensive and
innovative, yet still
easy to use.”

Lexis Advance allows you to conduct your research intuitively using clever
search functionalities. From your home page, you can start your search
quickly with the flexibility of the Big Red Search Box or the focus of the
Quick Find pod.
The Quick Find pod targets popular research tasks to provide users with
instant access to the benefits and power of Advanced Search forms:
• finding cases by name or citation;
• accessing legislation instruments or provisions;
• looking up defined terms; and
• finding articles and commentary based on keywords in headings and titles.

Natalie Ledlin, Ledlin Lawyers

Customise your homepage to deliver direct access to the information you
need the most: browse and order your Publications; review your History;
curate your Favourites; retrieve your Folders; and check your Alerts.

Homepage

www.lexisnexis.com.au/lexisadvance

MEANINGFUL ANSWERS,
WHEREVER YOU START
Some days you’re an expert, some days you’re starting from scratch.
With authoritative titles like Halsbury’s® Laws of Australia and a range
of search options to suit your research style, starting with Lexis
Advance is always the right choice.
Cutting-edge innovations implemented by local experts deliver a
world-class platform tailored to Australian legal research. Start broad
and refine as you assess with post-search filters, or jump straight to
the document you need; getting answers has never been faster or
more intuitive.

“Easy to navigate and
interpret information
presented.”
Belinda Giles, Nova Legal Corporate Lawyers

Smart technology assesses your search terms for legal phrases
and their equivalents. Lexis Advance delivers relevant results to match
the intention behind your query, not just the words you typed.
We anticipate your research path… and accelerate it!

Search Term Map

www.lexisnexis.com.au/lexisadvance

TURN YOUR RESEARCH
INTO IMMEDIATE ACTION
From search inquiry to analysis, to insight, on a platform that
anticipates your research path, you can trust your research trail
will never go cold.

Key Lexis Advance functionalities:
•

•

•

Search Term Map: a leap forward in usability, this new feature
shows users a colour-coded graphical representation of the
distribution of their search terms in each document in their
results. Navigate between the top terms in the document
without navigating away from your results view for faster
assessment, or click through to the document for comprehensive
hit highlighting.
Research Map: A powerful analytical tool that lets you save,
manage and backtrack through prior work, compare documents
and result sets, and take an overarching view of complex
research trails.
Timeline Filter: A graphical filter that enables you to view the
distribution of results over time. You can choose to filter 		
these results by date ranges or toggle the graph to quickly
narrow results.

“The research map is
especially useful when coping
with interruptions.”
Belinda Eisenhauer, Supreme Court Library

Research Map

Timeline Filter

www.lexisnexis.com.au/lexisadvance

CONTENT THAT
INSPIRES CONFIDENCE
For over 100 years, LexisNexis has delivered best in class legal content,
data and analytics from the leading minds in the profession.
Designed to transform the way you conduct legal research, Lexis Advance
gets you the answers you need, powered by the premium research
and practical content you can rely on, faster than ever before.

Premium Content
Benefit from seamless access to unrivalled authoritative research
content, including:
•

•

•

•

•

The powerful combination of Pacific’s largest and most powerful
case citator, CaseBase® Case Citator, and the 350K full text
decisions in the Unreported Judgments database, both
updated daily.
Australia’s complete legislation solution, providing
comprehensive coverage of full text legislation with a fully
integrated citator tool, LawNow Plus™ Legislation Citator.
Australian Law Reports, the only one-stop source of reported
High Court, Federal Court and state and territory decisions
from all 9 jurisdictions.
A range of authorised report series is available in full text,
including the New South Wales Law Reports, Queensland Reports,
Victorian Reports and Administrative Law Decisions.
Links to the UK’s authorised ICLRs are available throughout
LexisNexis content.

Publications

Practical Guidance
Start your research journey with clear direction on a wide variety of
subjects. Offering content with a practical focus to guide legal
professionals through new matters, each module works alongside
LexisNexis research titles, providing an efficient gateway to deeper
research. Guidance, practice tips, legislation, cases, checklists, tools,
forms and precedents are all in one place and presented in the
context of a lawyer’s workflow.

www.lexisnexis.com.au/lexisadvance

Practical Guidance
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The Red Search Box that does so much for you
Simple design meets sophisticated technology to deliver answers whether you enter plain English or prefer the control
offered by terms and connectors. Search across all available content or target your query to specific source(s) by selecting
content from the Publications pod or via a word wheel in the search box. Find a filter combination that works for you, or a
tailored query you will want to re-run, and save it as a Favourite or an Alert for one-click access from the homepage.

Powerful searching uncovers just the facts you need
Designed for users who want extra control, Advanced Search Forms allow users to craft multi-faceted queries, such as by
combining Catchwords, Judge, and Court.

Your homepage enables you to research your way
Enjoy easy access to the publications you subscribe to, recent searches and history, as well as documents, folders, favourites
and alerts, enabling you to customise where you want to start.

Collaboration and currency tools to ensure work only every needs to be done once
Annotate, highlight and share documents in online work folders — documents, text, even search parameters and results.
Stay current with notifications when folder documents change and create automated searches to alert you when new
content is available.

Copy and paste made easy
Save time and help colleagues with the ability to paste deep links and hyperlinked case citations directly into an email or
document; feel confident knowing that you can access the source with a single click.

CaseBase Case Citator
Fully integrated with full text judgments, CaseBase is your first port of call for case law research. Deep historical coverage
of Australian law combines with all the relevant UK, NZ and Asian content you need for a comprehensive database of
over 700,000 documents, updated daily. Packed with features to help users cut through the volume of cases to find what
they need: interactive graphical filters; colour-coded treatment annotations and signals; and the ‘search within tables’ field
designed to triage long lists of subsequent citing judgments based on users’ keywords.

Review your research – history list and research map
Refresh your memory on previous investigations and thought processes without missing a beat. Your search history, search
terms, documents, sent emails and other activities are automatically saved in your history for up to 90 days. Review your
history as a list or choose a graphical map view to retrace your search, refine it, compare results and find similar documents.

Mobile access that doesn’t require an app
Choose your mobile device — smartphone, tablet or laptop. Lexis Advance automatically adapts to fit your screen on
any device.

Streamlined user management
LexisNexis Account Centre is a user-friendly interface for administrators and invoice contacts to manage their Lexis Advance
users and accounts. It can be accessed via Lexis Advance or via a direct URL using your Lexis Advance ID and Password.

Improve your visibility on billing information
LexisNexis Account Centre also brings comprehensive LexisNexis billing data and invoice images to your desktop.
With secure online access, LexisNexis legal research billing has never been easier.

www.lexisnexis.com.au/lexisadvance

HELPING YOU SEE THE
BIGGER PICTURE FASTER
www.lexisnexis.com.au/en/knowledge-network
The Knowledge Network
is your learning resource
centre, providing
trouble-shooting tips,
user guides, how-to
videos and answers to
common questions.		
It’s also a great place to
keep up to date with
new enhancements.

If there’s a resource that you need but can’t find, no problem – we’ll help! Lexis Advance
has a local team of experts on-hand to assist with all your legal research needs.
We understand the importance of speaking to a customer support consultant who
understands the nature of your business and appreciates the value of your time.
While Lexis Advance is simple to use, we recognise that our customers require a robust
rollout and training plan to help them make the most of their investment and benefit from
ongoing enhancements. We provide the following learning tools to accompany you and
your colleagues on your Lexis Advance journey:
•

Online learning options accessible anytime and anywhere:
• Bite-size and extended learning videos for on-demand access
• User guides for in-depth information
• Trainer-led webinar sessions (30–60 minutes that may qualify for CPD points
in your state)

•

In-house learning options:
• Group training sessions
•
One-on-one sessions
•
Solution kiosks where users can drop in
•
Floor walk – access to a LexisNexis trainer at your workstation

Discover how this powerful online legal search platform
works the way you do. Simply, clearly, efficiently.
Ask for your Lexis Advance Demo now!
For personalised assistance call 1 800 772 772.
Visit www.lexisnexis.com.au/lexisadvance
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There is so much more to Lexis Advance.

